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Social enterprises anchor
wealth in communities, create
jobs and set a standard for
how business should be done
Jonathan Bland, page 2
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Introduction
Onwards and upwards

Martin Clark outside Citylife, the innovative social enterprise that is developing a system of charitable bonds Sam Friedrich/Acumenimages.com

How to build a better future
From banks to the NHS and social services, social enterprise offers a huge opportunity
to transform the way we do business, says social entrepreneur Martin Clark
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an social enterprises
respond to the current
global crisis and pave the
way to a better future?
The answer is emphatically yes. Whether
rebuilding the financial
system, the critically
interlinked housing supply, transforming
public services or helping the casualties of
recession, social entrepreneurs are at the
cutting edge.
They operate in every sphere imaginable: social businesses, the NHS and social
care, waste and recycling, citizen organisations, charities, on TV, inside corporates, environmental action groups, and
in schools, colleges, and communities.
Some are already established as global figures, such as Nobel prizewinner Muhammad Yunus, founder of the
Grameen Bank in Bangladesh, a bank
which — unlike most mainstream financial institutions — currently lends more
than before the credit crunch, had almost
no drop in loan repayments, never lends
more than its deposits, and continues to
build membership and branch numbers.
But a new generation of social entrepreneurs are already among us waiting to
be uncovered and nurtured. The world’s
greatest future social entrepreneurs may
be in your local school – or on that computer game in your living room. Social enterprise is now in the school curriculum, and
there is plenty of evidence that young
people are absorbing its key messages.
“You don’t need to ask young people to
choose at a fork in the road to either make
money or do good”, says Oli Barrett whose
project, Make Your Mark with a Tenner,
gives money to young people to multiply
for social benefit.
Tom Savage, who had started social
enterprises in environmental tourism and
conservation by his mid-twenties, agrees:

“In future a millionaire will not just be
someone who has made a million pounds
but also someone who has helped change
a million lives.”
Social entrepreneurs are carving out
niches in public services. Researching my
book The Social Entrepreneur Revolution,
I came across Norma Redfearn, a socially
entrepreneurial head teacher. Working
within – sometimes despite – her local
authority, Redfearn made her west Newcastle primary school a social enterprise
laboratory addressing the root problems
of pupil attainment. Simple but effective
initiatives such as a breakfast club and parents’ literacy classes served as a catalyst
for the redevelopment of the local housing estate and play facilities. When I asked
her what makes her a social entrepreneur,
she says not taking no for an answer, and
always finding a way through.
In social care, I came across Craig
Dearden-Phillips, who built Speaking Up
from a tiny Cambridge charity responding
to the support needs of people with learning disabilities, into a celebrated national
social enterprise in public service delivery. Expanding the business, he told me,
was only possible because he had learned
to become entrepreneurial to pursue his
social mission.
How such public services are commissioned is a key battleground for the revolution and a major influence on the expansion of social enterprises to deliver health
care, education and transport. With social
benefit now a legitimate contract consideration, the challenge for service commissioners is to join the revolution by growing
the social enterprise sector’s involvement
in service delivery – and getting more bang
for their buck.
As government grapples with rebuilding the banking system, it should look to
the UK’s growing network of community
finance initiatives, which are already

seeking sustainability with embedded
social purpose. It could take lessons from
socially entrepreneurial banker Malcolm
Hayday, who created Charity Bank to lend
to charitable and community projects. Or
Faisal Rahman’s Fair Finance in east London, which adapts Yunus’s microfinance
model to our own streets, battling the loan
sharks.
Citylife, the social enterprise I work for,
is developing a national system of charitable bonds, to enable people to invest in
their local communities or the causes they
care about – including social housing and
the incubation of social enterprises.
We share the same dream: a culture
change where social investment becomes
the norm. Beyond ethical investment, it
targets activities that make society better: community facilities, jobs, business
start-ups, social enterprises, local transport, green energy. And it’s beyond traditional charity, because you get your
money back.
Yunus is inspiring because he transports
you to another world, where social businesses are the norm – and where, by implication, what you might call “anti-social”
businesses have become the exception. His
range of Grameen companies showcase an
alternative social economy, in healthcare,
telecoms and, recently, in a partnership
with dairy products company Danone to
produce vitamin-fortified yoghurt. Under
the terms of the agreement, Danone can
recover its capital investment but no

In future a millionaire
will not only have
made £1m but will
have also helped
change a million lives

profit; in return it gets market penetration
and credibility – high quality PR. Social
impact can be a key brand value, a differentiator in the marketplace. This is “real”
corporate social responsibility integrated
into the fabric of the business.
Social entrepreneurs are learning from
business, but have much to offer it in terms
of leadership, innovation and achieving
more with less. This is the “business revolution” we need, where social enterprise
becomes the business model of the future,
blending profit and social benefit. What
barriers stand in the way? Recession will
increase levels of need in the communities
many social enterprises serve, but reduce
the resources available to respond. Awareness of social enterprise remains low. And
in a downturn it’s harder to run a double
or triple bottom line business.
The challenge is to create what writer
and thinker Charlie Leadbeater calls social
entrepreneurship as a mass activity, practised in many settings. Everyone can be
more socially entrepreneurial in some
way.
Should you ditch your job for a romantic future as a struggling social entrepreneur? Not necessarily. It’s more a state of
mind, behaving differently where you are.
Would your employer let you develop an
innovative “integrated corporate social
responsibility” project? Try voluntary
work, part-time work in a social enterprise or join its board. The revolution has
started, but these challenging times will
prove whether social enterprises have
the creativity to provide real solutions. If
social entrepreneurs are worth their salt,
this is their moment.
The Social Entrepreneur Revolution: Doing
Good by Making Money, Making Money by
Doing Good by Martin Clark is published
by Marshall Cavendish. To order a copy for
£13.99 go to guardian.co.uk/bookshop

The rhetorical desire of ministers to
give social enterprises a bigger stake
in public services delivery has now
been matched by practical action.
At the Voice 09 social enterprise
coalition conference in Birmingham,
last week, the cabinet office minister
Liam Byrne announced ambitious
targets to expand the role of the sector
in running — or helping to provide
— health services, schools, welfare
projects, youth clubs and Sure Start
schemes. He promised that 25,000
jobs will be created in social enterprises
“over the months to come”.
How this will be achieved is
intriguing. The determination of
government to direct the public
services delivery market in this way
will be tested by the appetite of local
authorities and the NHS to recognise
the added value that social enterprise
can offer – the capacity for innovation
and fresh thinking – and reward them
with contracts.
This supplement looks at the
way the social enterprise approach
is beginning to take hold in public
services, and the potential it has to
reinvigorate and transform the way
services in the NHS and elsewhere
are delivered.
These are harsh economic times,
but amid the gloom there is optimism
that social businesses are wellequipped to survive and prosper.
Inside, we ask some of our brightest
and best ethical entrepreneurs how
they will manage in the downturn.
There is renewed interest in how
we might develop a fairer and more
sustainable way of doing business,
both in the public and private sectors.
Social enterprise, by blending
commercial acumen with social
and environmental values offers a
way forward. Many will agree with
Byrne’s assertion last week that
social enterprise is “an idea whose
time has come”.
Patrick Butler
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Social business Voice 09 conference news

‘An idea whose time has come’
Plans are unveiled to
increase the number of
social businesses running
Britain’s public services

Soundbites

‘We are not here to
revolutionise the way
charities work; we are
here to revolutionise
how business works’

Patrick Butler
Social enterprises can expect to play a
greater role in the provision of health,
education and welfare services, the government has promised.
The Cabinet Office minister, Liam
Byrne, told delegates at the Voice 09
social enterprise coalition conference in
Birmingham that he wanted to see more
social businesses involved in the running
of schools, health centres, youth clubs and
Sure Start children’s centres as part of a
wider “aggressive growth strategy” for
the sector. He said the aim is to get 25,000
more people working in social businesses
in the next few months, many of them
currently employed by the NHS and local
government services.
To reach this ambitious target, ministers will call on local authorities and NHS
primary care trusts to commission more
services from social enterprises. The government’s public service delivery plan,
expected in March, is likely to reveal further
details of the proposal. Ministers are enthusiastic about what they see as the potential
of social enterprise to transform bureaucratic and unresponsive public services.
Byrne announced that he would be
hosting a social enterprise summit with
the business secretary Lord Mandelson
in the coming months, to discuss ways in
which social enterprise can play a role in
the wider economy.
He also promised to free up access to
opportunities for social enterprises and
to cut red tape preventing smaller social
businesses from competing for public
service contracts.
Jonathan Bland, chief executive of the
Social Enterprise Coalition, which hosts
Voice 09, welcomed the announcement.
He said: “A social enterprise summit
between the department for business
and the Office of the Third Sector is a really
important step in placing social enterprise
closer to the heart of the business agenda,
and we welcome it fully.”

Dai Powell,
chief executive,
of transport
social enterprise
HCT group

“Social enterprises anchor wealth in
communities, create jobs and set a standard for how business should be done
— they should be fully embedded in the
government’s economic recovery plan.
“The commitment by the Cabinet Office
to support the growth of social enterprise
is really encouraging, and we look forward
to discussing the specific actions that are
needed to make it happen.”
Trade unions reacted coolly to the proposals. Unison general secretary Dave
Prentis said: “Key questions remain
unanswered. For example, what happens
to essential public services and public
service workers when a social enterprise
goes bust?”
But a cabinet office spokesperson said:
“Far from being a threat to the remuneration of our NHS staff, social enterprise
offers the opportunity for nurses and
others to have a greater say in how their
services are run, while keeping their NHS
pensions and NHS pay”. The Department
of Health set up a scheme last year, called
Right to Request, which enables clinical
staff such as physiotherapists, nurses and
podiatrists to transfer from the health
service and set up a social business with

The conference in Birmingham aimed to
place social enterprise closer to the heart
of the business agenda Sam Friedrich

Blog spot Have your say
“Voice 09 was abuzz with talk of the
recession. Many delegates see the
downturn as a golden opportunity: the
collapse of the banks and the crisis in the
existing economic order has given social
enterprise the chance to position itself
in the vanguard of a new, fairer and more
sustainable approach to business.”
Patrick Butler, blogging on Voice 09
Have your say at: guardian.co.uk/
society/joepublic/2009/feb/12/
social-businesses-blog

a guaranteed three-year contract and
protection of their NHS pension.
Byrne told delegates that social
enterprise was an idea “whose time has
come”.
It offered a blueprint for a more “moral”
approach to doing business, he said, one
that cared as much about the social and
environmental impact of its work as the
need to make a profit.
“Frankly, if people in business thought
more about the benefit to the public of
their work, rather than their work for a
personal bonus, then our country could
have avoided a great deal of pain.”
He added: “I think the country is
going to look harder for ethos with its
enterprise.”
On the opening day of the conference,
which was supported by Society Guardian, Conservative leader David Cameron
told delegates that social enterprises must
be at the heart of efforts to rebuild Britain’s
broken economy.
He said their ability to combine “hardheaded business acumen” with delivering
wider social benefit and protecting the
environment offered a blueprint for how
business should be done in the future.

‘We need the spirit
that drives each social
enterprise in this room
– not just to create
wealth but to do good
at the same time’
David Cameron,
Conservative
party leader

‘Social enterprises
are still dots,
not blobs on the
business landscape’
John Montague,
chief executive,
Trees group

Businesses to be assessed on wider social value
To remain competitive, social
enterprises must now prove
their social impact
Patrick Butler
Social enterprises will increasingly be
required to prove to funders that they
can deliver wider social value not just cost
efficiency, the conference heard.
Being able to measure and demonstrate
the social and environmental impact of
delivering a service also made organisa-

tions more competitive, focused and
efficient.
Pam Hunter, director of operations for
Contact Now, a Belfast-based learning
disability training workshop enterprise,
said it had measured its wider impact
using Social Return on Investment (SROI)
tools, which put a monetary value on
short and long-term social and environmental values.
This showed that for every £1 invested
in its service, a further £3.70 was generated in social benefit.
She said the process had enabled Contact Now to “prove to funding bodies we
were better than our competitors”.

Conference issue: it’s more than money

But she added that it had also forced the
organisation to think more deeply about
how it delivered its services.
She said: “Do not hang yourself on the
figures, it’s the journey that counts.”
The government, through the Office of
the Third Sector, is increasingly interested
in building SROI into the commissioning
system.
William Greenwood, a former NHS
manager now working for a social enterprise in Liverpool, said the health service
was increasingly interested in achieving
wider social value through contracting.
He predicted that within three to five
years, SROI would be a key element of

NHS clinical contracts for services such
as mental health, learning disability, substance misuse and rehabilitation, and
providers who could demonstrate that
they could deliver social and environmental benefits on top of the core service
requirements would be well placed to win
business.
Jeremy Nicholls, chief executive of
SROI UK, said that it was important to
be able to demonstrate social impact in a
jargon free, straightforward way.
He said: “I would like to get to the point
where we can talk about our social values
in the same way as we talk about our financial results.”

Social enterprise must be part of the UK’s recovery plan

Clare Dove
Comment

L

ast November, the prime
minister, Gordon Brown,
said: “I believe that this
financial crisis is teaching
us a very important lesson
about the values that underpin the marketplace for the
future. While we have free
markets ... we shouldn’t have value-free
markets, markets should be underpinned by social purpose.”
In this, Brown is absolutely right.
But as politicians debate what needs to
be done, solutions that are already in
place must not be overlooked. Tens of

thousands of social enterprises across
the UK are right now addressing some
of the most entrenched problems in
Britain; problems that will only become
more urgent if this recession continues
to worsen.
Britain has been grappling with a
changing and increasingly pessimistic
economic landscape for almost a year
now. The government has moved from
bank bailouts to stimulus packages,
incentives and rate cuts intended to jolt
the economy back into life.
But before we set out to patch up
a damaged vessel, we need to look at
what made it sink. The questions we
have to be asking now are: do we even
want to rebuild the economy into what
it was before?
First and foremost we need to look
beyond simply reacting to a crisis and
start planning what we want our economy to look like in 10, 20, 50 years. Additionally, we need to look at how we can
keep and create jobs, anchor wealth in
communities and act swiftly to address
pressing environmental challenges.
There are tens of thousands of social
enterprises in the UK, all putting ethics,

social mission and environmental sustainability at the heart of their business
practices, and ahead of profit for profit’s
sake.
As businesses that reinvest their
profits back into the business or the
community they serve, social enterprises are built to deliver services or
products in a way that reflects the
values they hold themselves to. These
are businesses that can, and should, be
replicated and promoted.
Social enterprise should also be at the
forefront of setting up a new standard
for banking. Ethical financial institutions
such as the Co-operative Bank, Unity
First and Triodos bank avoided the pitfalls that caused mainstream banks to
collapse and are still doing well.
Community Development Finance
Institutions (CDFIs) are social enterprises that supply capital and business
support to individuals and organisations
that cannot access mainstream finance.
Their mission is to create wealth in
deprived areas, and to encourage community development. None of these
institutions needed a government
bail-out, but they do need support

and promotion to continue to thrive.
Additionally, social enterprises will
help to mitigate some of the fallout of a
recession: they work to anchor wealth
and skills in communities, and to reach
the individuals most excluded from
society. They can deliver targeted, creative ways of tackling job loss and maintaining the skill level of those who have
lost their livelihoods, urgently needed
as unemployment figures continue
to grow.
Liam Byrne, Minister for the Cabinet
Office, announced last week plans for
a social enterprise summit with Peter
Mandelson, UK Business Secretary.
This is a powerful opportunity to
meaningfully debate how social enterprise can be integral in rebuilding an
economy founded on trust, values, and
an eye to the future. One idea proposed
by the Social Enterprise Coalition is that
the government creates a programme of
investment in green technologies and
jobs through a social enterprise business model. This would create work as
well as have a positive impact on the
environment.
Social enterprises in environmental

and social areas have considerable success in reaching conventionally “hard
to reach” individuals and communities, as well as training and employing
those traditionally disadvantaged in the
labour market. And as trusted community organisations, they are often a more
effective means of achieving energy
services uptake than the big private
for-profit suppliers.
We believe that social enterprise
needs to be an integral part of the government’s recovery plan and should
be embedded in the overall business
agenda. After bailing out the institutions
that have caused harm by the very way
they are run, use the expertise available
from the ones that are surviving, that
are setting the example through responsible and transparent business practices.
The rhetoric of value-driven markets
must become a reality if we want to create a sustainable economy that is committed at its very core to the wellbeing
of its citizens and the environment.
Claire Dove is chair of the Social Enterprise
Coalition and chief executive of Liverpool’s
women’s training centre, Blackburne House
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The NHS should seek
advice from social
entrepreneurs

Andrew Mawson
Comment

S

Emma Wilson quit the NHS to work for the pioneering Local Care Direct, which reinvests profits into its services Ben Lack

Power to the people
An ex-NHS manager has
discovered how social
enterprise can help empower
the community to improve
delivery of health services
Mark Gould
Emma Wilson was a health authority
middle manager when she quit the NHS
in frustration. She loved the health service, but felt that her aspirations to improve
patient care were being “stifled” by endless service restructuring. Now she is chief
executive of one of the country’s largest
community-owned health organisations,
providing NHS care to 2.5 million people
in West Yorkshire.
“I wanted to be somewhere where I
could really make a difference – without
all the bureaucracy, where you could absolutely focus on the patient, talk to them,
get them involved – designing services
around patients not patients around services,” she says.
Her organisation Local Care Direct
(LCD) is pioneering a new approach to
providing NHS care, operating as a social
enterprise company that re-invests all its
profits back into services rather than paying dividends to shareholders.
It is run as a community benefit society owned by its members, the 1,000-odd
workers such as doctors, nurses, but also
patients and anyone aged over 16 from the
areas it serves.
Under contract to local NHS trusts, it
provides out-of-hours GP services, walkin centres for minor injuries, primary care
in prisons, dentistry and “gold standard”
palliative care.
Wilson is also chair of the health and
care forum of the Social Enterprise Coalition, the organisation launched by the
government in 2007 to promote and
encourage public sector workers to set up
their own social enterprise.
“Despite leaving the NHS, I am absolutely committed to the NHS and think
the people working in it do a fantastic job.
LCD’s values mirror those of the NHS —
the difference is we get on and do without
the bureaucracy that can stifle people and
hold them back.”
She believes that the NHS as a whole
could adopt the social enterprise model,
and feels the government can do more to
encourage it.
“If the NHS was run as a business for
public benefit and was better connected

to the people it employs and serves, it
would be a truly fantastic social enterprise. Are you listening, Gordon Brown?”
The emphasis on local health services
commissioning the range of services they
need from stand-alone providers from
within the NHS, the voluntary or private
sector is “a very exciting opportunity”,
she says. That social enterprise is run by
staff working in the community they serve
gives them the edge in terms of a greater
ear for what customers want.
“Social enterprise with its unique
combination of innovation and entrepreneurship and its ability to empower
the community and staff can bring about
changes where the NHS has perhaps not
fully delivered.”
So far NHS workers have dipped a cautious toe into the social enterprise pool —
there are about 26 pathfinder projects in
existence. But she is encouraged by the
establishment of a social enterprise unit in
the Department of Health, complete with
a £100m investment fund, which Wilson
describes as an “excellent development”.
She is also pleased with the introduction
in November last year of Right to Request
– a “how to” guide for NHS staff interested
in social enterprise.

Encourage commissioners
But as the NHS presses on with its policy of
allowing a plurality of providers including
the private sector, to run services under
the NHS banner, Wilson says more should
be done to encourage NHS commissioners
to recognise the value of social enterprises
as providers of services. She detects an
increasing confidence among health social
enterprises to compete in NHS markets.
“Previously we used to say we couldn’t
compete on price with a large national
company especially where they were
making a bid that was a loss leader – now I
think it’s time we stopped whingeing it’s
up to us to deliver”.
Last year LCD was involved in a “tough”
year-long tender in competition with the
private sector to provide urgent care
services across West Yorkshire. “Not only
were we successful in securing existing
business but also in securing three of the
new Equitable Access Centres (new GP

If the NHS was run as
a business for public
benefit it would
be a truly fantastic
social enterprise

surgeries in convenient locations offering
extended opening hours) out of the five in
West Yorkshire.
“That shows we are obviously getting
something right – throwing money at bidding is not always the answer – knowing
your area, product and customer is key”.
Wilson describes friends and colleagues
in the social entrepreneurs community as
“passionate, full of enthusiasm, energy,
drive and determination and always ready
to challenge the status quo or traditional
way of doing things”.
She feels the social enterprise model
can work across all parts of the NHS and
social care, holding up Turning Point,
which provides services for those with
drug and alcohol problems as a model. She
says: “It’s the largest social enterprise in
social care – a great example of how social
enterprise can be organised on a big scale –
it has 250 locations and employ more than
2,000 staff.”
She also hails Sandwell Community
Caring Trust, which provides services
for adults and children with physical and
learning disabilities. “Geoff Walker (the
chief executive) is truly inspirational,
cares about his people and will most definitely challenge the status quo.”
LCD started life in the late 1990s when
a group of GP co-operatives won tenders
to provide out-of-hours cover across West
Yorkshire. The community benefit society
came into being in October 2004 and has
since diversified into new service areas,
using its existing infrastructure.
Wilson is particularly proud of the outof-hours palliative care service, which has
access to GP notes on patients nearing the
end of their lives: “Terminally ill patients or
carers can contact the team via a dedicated
number and the notes will show that they
have made preferences such as ‘do not
resuscitate’ or ‘I want do die at home’. We
really made a difference.”
She concedes life for LCD is not without its challenges, including “criticism
and knocks from our commissioners” as
part of an honest and open conversation.
“Where criticism is justified we are not
afraid to say ‘we got it wrong’ and learn
from the experience.”
So what are the top tips for setting up
a social enterprise? She says: “Make time
to build a strong community base and be a
business: you have to be sustainable, viable
commercially and able to compete in a market; and get the right people onboard – committed, enthusiastic, determined, doers.”

ocial entrepreneurship
in healthcare has been a
passion of mine for many
years. It began when I
founded the Bromley-byBow Centre in the East End
of London in the 1980s.
I saw around me how
traditional, narrowly defined services
delivered by single-handed GPs and the
public health agencies were failing to
offer good quality healthcare.
As the centre grew it became clear
that if it was to have a significant impact
on the health of the community it
would need to explore a more holistic
approach to health and social care, and
move on from traditional voluntary and
public sector approaches and mindsets.
It would have to employ business skills
and embrace an entrepreneurial culture.
We began to work with people
wherever their sickness lay, whether
in the lungs, the blood, the heart or
the mind; in the family, the finances or
the damp-ridden bedroom. We worked
with people through art, through conversation, through doctors, volunteers,
people with disabilities, housing professionals, business partners and large
urban regeneration programmes.
As a result the Centre became the
UK’s first Healthy Living Centre (HLC), a
concept subsequently promoted in the
1997 health GreenPaper, Our Healthier
Nation, and developed through a £300m
programme led by the New Opportunities Fund and Big Lottery Fund (BIG),
which resulted in the creation of 352
HLCs across the UK. Through this programme, BIG amassed a body of evidence illustrating the ways in which the
health of communities can be improved
by locally sensitive, holistic approaches
to health and social care.
The HLC programme had some significant triumphs: but while some centres proved sustainable, many struggled
financially once grant-funding ended.
The successful HLCs had the following characteristics in common: a profound understanding of the locality and
its communities; an ability to innovate
in-service delivery; and a willingness to
embrace entrepreneurship.
A recent report, Health and Social
Enterprise: lessons for the future, looked
at a year-long project led by social enterprise Leaside Regeneration which sought
to provide practical hands-on support
to help seven HLCs become sustainable
through social enterprise.

The report found that there was no
“one-size fits all” model for HLCs – that
each has to understand and respond
to the needs of the local community
and patients. They needed to work in
partnership with statutory services but
avoid being “co-opted,” by remaining
entreprenurial and empowering local
people to be involved in provision of
their own health care. It was essential
that HLCs did not become too tightly
focused on narrow models of health and
social care, but provide or champion a
broad range of services, including housing, employment and learning. Above
all, they needed to be enterprising and
business-like.
NHS commissioning was often a
barrier to social enterprises, the report
discovered – contracts were often too
large. But it also found that primary care
trusts (PCTs) were happy in principle to
procure services from social enterprises.
Rather than lobby primary care trusts to
“unbundle” such contracts HLCs should
form business consortia to marry their
local focus and capacity to innovate
with the clinical excellence of GP practices and the experience and efficiency
of larger private sector partners.
The other lessons of the health and
social enterprise project? Government must continue its promotion of
social enterprise but drive the logic by
connecting, for example, the HLC programme with the NHS LIFT, and polyclinic programmes. PCTs must recognise
the wider value that social enterprises
can bring in terms of health outcomes
and social benefits. The NHS must
seek advice from social entrepreneurs
themselves and not from the usual management consultant suspects, many of
whom have no understanding of social
enterprise – check out Social Enterprise
London’s excellent recent publication
Enterprising Healthcare: a guide for
social enterprises and PCT commissioners. GPs must be enterprising, and have
the courage to form business partnerships with social and private enterprise.
As for social enterprises, they should
realise they cannot expect favours in the
NHS market, but must be competitive:
they need to understand what PCTs
want to buy, how commissioning works,
and how to bid successfully. They must
go out and get business rather than
waiting for it to arrive.
With hard times coming and the
public health consequences of poverty
firmly back in the public mind, consortia
that assemble the talents of GPs, social
enterprise and private enterprise offer
the hope of creating effective health and
social care services that are both shaped
and delivered by local communities and
that transcend the ideological Punchand-Judy debate of private-versus-public provision.
Lord Mawson of Bromley-by-Bow is
an independent cross-bench peer. This
article was co-written with Professor
Paul Brickell, chief executive of London
company, Leaside Regeneration

Weblink
Local Care Direct: localcaredirect.org

Healthy living centres promote holistic approaches to social care North News
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Social business The NHS and social enterprise

Keep it in the family
Healthcare workers who transfer from the NHS to set up social enterprises are now able to retain their pension
rights. This should encourage a fresh wave of innovation in community health services, says Mark Gould

L

ance Gardner has been running Open Door since 2006.
It is officially a health and
social care service based
in Grimsby, the seaport
on the Humber Estuary in
Lincolnshire.
But in practice it is a
warm, safe and relaxed place where clients can spend all day if they wish – almost
as an afterthought there just happens to
be a nurse or doctor in attendance.
Its target audience is about 1,000 of the
most marginalised people in an already
relatively isolated and deprived part of
the country. It’s a safe haven for homeless
people, drug users, ex-offenders, asylum
seekers and those who have generally
fallen off the care radar.
Open Door is a social enterprise providing NHS care. Gardner, a long-time pioneer of healthcare innovation, says that a
not-for-profit social enterprise company
is the ideal way to provide wider access
to services that go beyond conventional
healthcare but have an important effect
on wellbeing. “All the money we make is
ploughed back into the service so other
GPs don’t see it as a threat. Some patients
are on other GPs’ books but they can still
come here.”
The value of social enterprise is increasingly recognised by the NHS. It argues that
the “system” can often frustrate NHS staff
who are keen to change and improve services. By enabling clinical staff working in
primary care and community services
to establish their own freestanding notfor-profit businesses, selling services
back to the NHS, it will, the argument
goes, allow the health service to retain
the ethos, skill and commitment of those
staff while allowing them to develop
innovative, more responsive and flexible
approaches.
“Social enterprise combines a public
sector ethos with the independence and
efficiency of business. It offers many people the opportunity to work in organisations for public benefit, but with greater
freedom and independence,” according
to the report Social Enterprise — Making a
Difference, published by the Department
of Health and the Social Enterprise Coalition last year.
Bob Ricketts, the Department of
Health director of system management
and new enterprise, says that social
enterprise had already “transformed”
housing and social care. “Social enterprise companies are by their nature and
approach much closer to the community
they serve. This means that they can
design appropriate services by engaging
with the communities and finding out
what their needs are.”
And by getting in close and finding out
what the target group really needs, Ricketts says, social enterprise can provide
better value for money than larger, more
monolithic organisations.
Health minister Lord Ara Darzi’s 2007
review of the NHS called for quality care
for all and recognised that innovation in
home and community services in this area
has largely been ignored.
Ricketts concedes that one reason why
the NHS is not bursting with innovative
schemes such as Open Door is the fact that,
until now, joining a social enterprise meant
forfeiting your NHS pension. Now the Treasury has agreed that NHS workers transferThe Open Door centre offers marginalised
people the opportunity to work
Photograph: Richard Hanson

ring to a social enterprise will have continuous NHS pension rights.
This promise and guarantees of business and other vital preparatory support
are now enshrined in Right to Request
(RTR) launched by the government in
November last year. “Why should a clinician waste their time worrying about
business plans and pensions when they
should be using their skills to design new
services?” asks Ricketts.
He says that with RTR the health service is going out on a “pretty radical” limb.
“We are the first state in Europe to go
down this route and it’s a massive area – a
quarter of a million staff and a spend of
some £10 billion.
“RTR is tough, it sets out greater
responsibilities, it’s backed by the values
of the NHS Constitution, but also allows
more autonomy. It’s not a soft option but
it allows the development of a service that
is led by NHS staff and fits in with their
values. ”
He says that since its publication his
office has been “swamped with interest”
and is planning 10 regional conferences
this year to showcase the scheme.
Gardner agrees RTR is “a great document”, but then he did have a hand in
writing it. “In the past you would have
heard nurses who wanted to go into a
social enterprise say they were worried
that if it didn’t work out they might lose
their home. That’s not true. That is now
made very clear.”
Ricketts says the department is not setting a target number of social enterprises.
“It will happen where it’s appropriate and
where staff want to lead it – we don’t have
any targets.”
Ceri Jones, the senior policy officer at
the Social Enterprise Coalition, says reassurance about pensions and support may
well lead to a flood of new bids, but ultimately the whole point of the scheme is
improving clinical care.
“It gives health workers the ability to be
autonomous, innovate and take decisions
that they would be unable to if they were
still employed by Primary Care Trusts
(PCTs).”

Creative care Alternative prescribing

Contracts
Crucially to fledgling social enterprise
cashflow, the document also stipulates
that bids will run on three-year contracts
or five years with a phased approach to
tendering specific services.”It’s estimated
that it takes two years for a new social
enterprise to establish itself and get its
governance organised and get that vital
culture change,”says Jones.
She does not feel that NHS workers
are at a disadvantage because they are
not business executives. “The best businesses are the ones that understand their
customers so clinical skills are the most
important. And anyway it’s easier to
teach business skills to a clinician than to
get someone with a business background
to understand health inequalities or the
needs of patients.”
At the end of three years, if the NHS
body commissioning the service is happy,
the contract can be renewed. If not it could
be opened up to tender by social enterprise and other organisations.
She says: “Social enterprise sends out
a message that health workers are really
committed to providing the best care and
the fact that there are no shareholders
wanting their cut of the profits and that
everything goes back into providing better
care is a bonus and reassures patients of
their commitment.”

Art attack: Kathy Jones can now prescribe art classes to patients in need Danny North
Patients at the four surgeries that make
up Salford Health Matters (SHM) are just
as likely to receive a prescription for art
therapy or a gardening session down at
the allotment. It’s all part of what the
ground-breaking social enterprise health
scheme calls “social prescribing”.
Kathy Jones, an advanced nurse
practitioner and one of the 50 partners
at SHM, says the fear of being taken
over by a private sector company such as
Virgin or Boots is what persuaded them
to bid to run as a social enterprise.
She says: “We came to the conclusion
that, yes, of course we provide medicines
for diabetes, depression or heart disease,

but this wasn’t addressing underlying
problems – loneliness, depression, and
isolation.”
For example, she says that under the
existing system there was little they
could do for a mother who brought in a
constipated child when it was discovered
that the mother couldn’t cook.
“We wanted to be able to prescribe
cooking lessons.” Now they can.
When GPs or nurses spot a likely
patient they offer a “social prescription”.
Then the patient gets a two-hour
session where every aspect of their
lives is examined. Next they are offered
suggestions from a menu that includes

painting, gym, art, and cooking.
The local Job Centre has seconded a
worker to the surgery, free of charge,
to advise about benefits, finances or
suggest courses.
“I visited a lady at home who had a bad
chest. She was living in a freezing flat and
said she couldn’t afford the heating. The
DSS man went round to see her and got
her pension credits that came to £2,000.
He sorted out a new boiler and now she
has a warm home.
“The private sector wouldn’t do the
things we do because there is no money
in it for them but it improves health.”
Mark Gould

What is Right to Request? The lowdown
Right to Request (RTR) is a scheme that
allows nurses and other health care
professionals to opt out of the NHS and
set up social enterprise companies —
essentially private firms with a social
purpose, where profits are ploughed
back into services.
Some social enterprises allow patients
and residents to be board members or
even co-owners, helping ensure local
people have a say in the sort of health
service they want and how it is provided.
Why would NHS staff opt to become a
social business?
Often health workers have expressed
frustration that their ideas for improving
patient care are stymied by the rigid
requirements of mainstream NHS
contracts.

Ideally, setting up as a social enterprise
company gives clinical staff more control
over the services they deliver. It enables
more flexibility and the freedom to
develop innovative services. They are
subject to NHS scrutiny and must hit top
line targets.
Independence means they can take risks
and be more entrepreneurial. The RTR
allows staff in primary and community care
in England to put a business case to their
Primary Care Trust (PCT) board to set up
as independent social enterprises. If the
idea is approved, the PCT will support the
development of the social enterprise and
award a contract to provide services.
A social enterprise must be run on strict
business lines and turn a profit. Given
health workers have limited formal business

and finance training, the government
has promised to provide expertise and
support during development and when
the company
is trading.
Prior to RTR an NHS worker setting
up or working for a social enterprise
company would leave the NHS pension
scheme. RTR guarantees access to
the NHS pension scheme for staff that
transfer to the social enterprise under
TUPE regulations and work on NHSfunded services. MG

Weblink
Department of Health:
dh.gov.uk/en/managingyourorganisation/
commissioning/socialenterprise/index.htm
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Social business Environment

Into the woods
A desire to earn a living through economic conservation led Nigel and Karen Lowthrop in search of a wood to buy.
Now, several years on, they are not only generating income but helping the community, says Debbie Andalo

I

Nigel and Karen Lowthrop, left, with one
of their sculptures and, below, young
volunteer Ashleigh Cawthorne learns
countryside skills Fabio De Paola

t would be easy to label Nigel and
Karen Lowthrop as ecowarriors
who have dropped out of mainstream life. They live in the middle of an ancient wood in a selfbuilt home which is off-grid, relies
only on recycled “grey” water and
has toilets where sawdust replaces
the flushing system. Just inside the gates to
Hill Holt Wood is an eco burial ground and
scattered across the 34-acre site are wooden
sculptures, tepees created out of fallen
branches and traditionally carved benches
that offer a place for quiet meditation.
But looks can be deceiving. For this area
of woodland on the Lincolnshire and Nottinghamshire borders is no new-age alternative community, but a thriving social
enterprise. Last year it had a turnover of
£500,000, a staff of 22 and has supported
about 300 young people through an alternative education and training programme
that uses the wood and its environment as
its classroom.
The Lowthrops drew up their business
model without realising they were creating a social enterprise. Their aim was to
develop the wood in a way that managed
the environment while also creating a sustainable “green” income. Nigel’s 35 years
experience in countryside management
and Karen’s business background created
the perfect partnership for going down the
social enterprise route.
Nigel, a 56-year-old biologist, says: “I
wanted to manage the land in a way that
was environmentally sensitive, provided
an income and gained everything that
humans needed from it, but do it in a way
that was in harmony with the wildlife.”
For Karen, 50, a former executive secretary to the managing director of a multinational drugs company, it was essential
that the wood was run along business
lines. She says: “We had a very clear ethos
of how we wanted the business to run
right from the beginning. We didn’t know
that it was called a social enterprise, but
we did know that it needed to be not-forprofit. But I’m a businesswoman. I think
the term not-for-profit is quite silly – you
never start a business not aiming to make
a profit. What we wanted to do with any
surplus money – ploughing it back into
the business – is what constitutes a social
enterprise, although we didn’t know that
at the time.”

mission to build the eco house where they
now live with their two children.
They opened the wood to the public
right from the start. Nigel says: “The key
to our success was that we had to make
the community engage with us and feel
that they wanted us to be there. Most
woodland projects tend to be run by your
ecowarriors ... communities unto themselves, which tend to be exclusive.”
The locals also had preconceived ideas
about the Lowthrops. Karen says: “I
remember the first day we opened the
wood I was down at the newsagent buying a paper and I could hear some people
talking about a rave that had taken place
and they said ‘it’s probably that family
who have taken over the woods.’”
But within two years the couple had
won over the locals. They had regular
visitors to the wood – mostly young families and retired people, in stark contrast
to the typical woodland visitor, which
research has discovered is likely to be a
“a middle-class middle-aged white man
with a dog.”

Keeping it in the community

Humble beginnings
The idea for Hill Holt Wood can be traced
back to Nigel’s short career in local government in the 1970s. He was chief warden in Wigan, in charge of transforming a
former slag heap into a recreational site.
He remembers: “We created the Wigan
junior rangers, we involved the 14 to
16-year-olds who had been vandalising
the site – they became part of the solution.
It’s something we are now replicating at
Hill Holt Wood years on.”
But he realised quite quickly his future
was not in the public sector: “It was the
boundaries I couldn’t stand – I just wanted
to get on with things. I wasn’t identified
as an entrepreneur then, but I suppose
I was coming up with entrepreneurial
solutions that didn’t fit the council’s way
of working.”
The final straw came when his boss
criticised him for not being at the end of
the phone when he wanted him and for
not having a carpet in his ranger’s hut. He
remembers: “He told me ‘You are a senior
officer you ought to have a carpet – I said
I’m in a Portakabin in the middle of a sand
car park, I don’t need a carpet. I put the
phone down and we parted ways.”
Nigel then became self-employed,
and it was while he was running his own
agricultural fencing business that he
developed his idea of creating a living
wood, run along the principles of what
he describes as “economic conversation”
– something that generates an income
from the environment, is sustainable,
has a social responsibility and creates an
opportunity.
He spent the next two years looking for
a wood to buy. The couple had £50,000
to spend and finally settled on Hill Holt
Wood in Lincolnshire, previously owned
by a timber company, which Nigel says
had “raped” the site of all its timber. He
admits: “It didn’t have a lot going for it, to
be honest, but two other woods we were
interested in fell though.”
The Lowthrops sold their semi in Matlock,
Derbyshire and moved their young family
into the wood, setting up their new home in
a caravan, which was to be their home for the
next 10 years until they won planning per-

Nigel Lowthrop’s CV

Karen Lowthrop’s CV

Age: 56
Education: University of Nottingham,
Bsc Hon, Zoology, 1974. Member
Institute of Biology; Charted biologist;
Fellow Royal Society of Arts
Career: 1990–date ECONS (Economic
Conservation), partner; 2003-2006
Integrated Resources Management
senior consultant; 2002-2005 Hill Holt
Wood, director, now volunteer director;
2001-2004 Country Renewables, project
officer; 2001-2003 Nottingham Trent
University, part-time lecturer countryside
management: 2002-2003 University
of Lincoln, part-time lecturer forestry;
1980-1993 founder of Lowthrop Fencing
Ltd; 1978-1980 Greater Manchester
city council, chief warden;1978-1981
Peak Park planning board, conservation
ranger; 1976–1978 British Antarctic
Survey, terrestrial biologist; 1970-1973
Institute of Terrestrial Ecology, field
biologist
Interests: Mountaineering; camping;
survival; reading; radio

Age: 50
Education: Robert Patterson college,
City and Guilds Teaching certificate,
1999; Irish Management Institute,
business management skills, 1987;
Alexandra college, Dublin, secretarial
college, 1977
Career: 2005-present Hill Holt Wood,
chief executive officer; 2000-2005 Hill
Holt Wood, training manager, 19962000 Kisimul school, Cherry Willingham
school, administration manager: 19931996 ECONS, partner; 1980-1993
Upjohn Pharmaceuticals, executive
PA; 1977-1980 Chadwicks timber firm,
secretary
Other positions: Graduate, Common
Purpose; social enterprise ambassador;
chair Lincolnshire and Rutland pupil
referral unit; expert panel member for
national evaluation of Office of the Third
Sector-funded business support for
social enterprises
Interests: Walking; gardening and
rearing chickens

The Lowthrops established a management
committee with representatives from all 11
local villages. Karen says: “We knew that if
we were to realise our aspirations then the
governance of our business was paramount
– it had to be sustainable and couldn’t just be
the Karen and Nigel show.” Karen retrained
as a basic skills teacher, after coming up with
the idea of using the environment to help
disadvantaged young people. She says: “We
had this idea that if we were looking after a
neglected wood maybe we should be looking after neglected children in the wood.”
The launch of the government’s New
Deal programme in 1997 gave them their
first business break providing land-based
work experience in Hill Holt Wood for
unemployed 18 to 25-year-olds. When
that contract ended they were approached
by Lincolnshire country council to help
develop an alternative training and education programme for 14 to 16-year-olds
excluded from mainstream school. Nigel
says: “We had a good track record with our
taskforce work and the council thought
their kids could fit in very well here. There
were a couple of people at the council who
were open to ideas and they had a very different vision of a more practical future for
these kids.”
Hill Holt Wood took in its first 16
excluded pupils in 2002, teaching them
countryside skills alongside basic numeracy and literacy. Today the site is a training
ground and classroom to more than 300
young people and employs a team of 22
rangers who between them pass on their
countryside skills to the teenagers. The
young people also help to deliver countryside management contracts – collecting litter and reporting fly tipping across
the district.
Another 45-acre wood in the district has
been bought, and the Lowthrops plan to
create another social enterprise, Hill Holt
Health – this time using the environment
to help people with mental health issues.
They are also finalising a social enterprise model that they hope to offer as a
franchise in order, as Nigel says, “to replicate the Hill Holt model in other parts
of the country.” The intention, though,
is to look beyond woodland and develop
the Dutch idea of “care farming” — where
farmers diversify by working with health
and social care agencies and offering normal farming activities to improve people’s
mental and physical well being.
Says Nigel: “Ten percent of farms in
Holland are now care farms. The potential
for this in the UK is enormous – you could
be talking about thousands of farmers getting involved and generating an average
income of more than £50,000 as year”
Nigel says the success of Hill Holt Wood
has far exceeded their expectations — but
they are confident that the economic
downturn and increasing fears about climate change have created huge opportunities for the sector. Says Nigel: “Look at
the credit crunch and climate change. You
can’t keep on taking the capitalist business
model – it just doesn’t work. You could say
it’s social enterprise or die.”

Weblink
Hill Holt Wood: hillholtwood.com
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Social business The recession – opportunity or disaster?
Kerb culture Using recycling to generate jobs

Ken Orchard: ‘It’s cheaper to recycle’
Mid Devon Community Recycling (MDCR)
began as a voluntary group in 1992,
when a group of friends began a weekly
kerbside collection of recyclables.
In 2006, it won the contract to

provide a recycling collection service to
all 32,000 households in the Mid Devon
district council area until 2013 and began
to offer a recycling collection service to
Devon businesses. It now has a turnover
of £1.3m, employs about 40 people, and
provides training to 10 learning disabled
adults.
At the beginning of the downturn,
MDCR was feeling “pretty smug” says
the organisation’s chief executive, Ken
Orchard. “It was all about the ‘credit
crunch’ and in 13 years of trading we had
never borrowed money, so credit just
wasn’t an issue for us,” he says.
But the following recession has
been more difficult to brush off. “Our
markets have suffered as much as any
other industry. The things we collect
for recycling are our products and part
of our income comes from selling those
products into the marketplace”.
MDCR has minimised the effect of
the recession by ensuring its products
are high quality and by diversifying
its range. “We offer a good service
at a good price and it is cheaper for
businesses to recycle than to landfill,”
he says.
Interview by Alexandra Topping

Keeping the faith ‘We’re in for the long haul’

Kevin Davis (left), set up a faith-based enterprise to help hard-to-reach youth
The Vine Trust Walsall YWCA, a faithbased enterprise was set up in 1989 in
Walsall to convert a former pub into a
non-alcoholic youth centre. Since then
it has engaged with “hard to reach”
young people, with the aim to move
them to education, employment and a
better life.
It provides workers to various large
companies, to help them meet their
corporate social responsibilities and
business needs, says the trust’s chief
executive, Kevin Davis. But things have
not been easy since the recession struck.
“It is difficult when the economy is
strong to find work for ex offenders and

people with no qualifications,” he says.
“But in this climate our clients really are
at the bottom of the list.”
The recession will be hard and some
social enterprises may be forced to
merge, he says. Yet, he is confident the
trust will survive.
“We have been here for 20 years and
we are not going anywhere. We are
entrepreneurs, we believe in people and
we are resilient.
“Our faith plays a big factor in that —
we are in this for the long haul. It’s going
to be a tough time for us all, but it’s a
case of gritting your teeth and thinking
out of the box.” AT

The downturn may spring

        
         
    
    


   










    



A new survey reveals that,
despite concerns about
cuts in public funding, social
businesses remain upbeat
about the effects of recession
Patrick Butler

 
    

    

 

 

  
 

 


 





 





  



 

 

 

    

Many social enterprises retain high levels of optimism about their prospects
in a recession, and are confident in their
capacity to withstand the pressures of
the downturn, according to a sector-wide
survey.
It shows that while social businesses
have not been spared the financial pains
afflicting all parts of the UK economy,
many believe their mission-driven
approach offers them a resilience that will
see them through testing times.
And despite the gloom and uncertainty,
many see the current economic upheaval
and the discrediting of conventional models of capitalism as an “opportunity” for
the values of social enterprise to come to
the fore.
But the survey, the most up-to-date
and comprehensive picture of the impact
of the recession on the social business
sector, also shows a recognition that the
recession poses serious threats. There is
a widespread expectation that businesses
will have to embark on cost-cutting programmes, including redundancies and

mergers, and that some firms will struggle to survive.
There was common frustration that
central and local government were failing to do enough to encourage social
enterprise, especially through the commissioning and grants process, and that
financial support from high-street banks
was diminishing.
The survey of a cross-section of 312
British social businesses, published today,
was compiled throughout October and
November 2008 by the Social Enterprise
Coalition (SEC).
It says the findings, while necessarily a
provisional snapshot of a rapidly changing economic environment, offer a valuable general guide to the kinds of pressures faced by social enterprises in the
downturn.
The survey reveals a strong belief that
the mission-driven approach of social
business – to achieve social and environmental aims rather than simply to pursue
profit – gave firms a degree of extra protection in hard times.
Employees were often prepared to work
harder – in some cases giving up their free
time – to see their organisation survive.
The strong links of some businesses with
their local communities encouraged a
high level of customer loyalty and public
support.
One respondent wrote: “For a range
of reasons (dedicated staff, volunteer
support, the supply of grant funding not
being dependent on the economy), social
enterprises are eminently more capable

of surviving the recession than private
businesses.”
But many respondents were critical of
government departments and public services at a time when many social businesses
were identifying increases in demand for
their services.
Roughly a third complained that councils and primary care trusts were late to
pay bills, while a third said they had been
denied grants, and a quarter reported
problems caused by the loss of public
services contracts.

Hard to compete
Many smaller social firms were finding it
harder to compete for public sector business. Government and local authorities
were bundling service provision into bigger regional contracts in a cost-cutting
exercise that favoured larger private
companies.
Although smaller social enterprises
were often hired as specialist sub-contractors to help provide some of these
contracts, there was some frustration that
these agreements could be onerous and
exploitative.
As one respondent put it: “What has
happened … is that the large organisations cream off ‘management fees,’ [and]
marketing budgets and strip the delivery
money down to the bone, leaving the
small organisations to deliver the outputs
on minimal budgets.”
Mainstream banks were generally
seen as unhelpful when it came to raising
capital or bridging loans. A third reported
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Vox pop On tough economic times
Kresse Wesling,
co-founder, EaKo

Although we should not wait for chaos
to innovate, the current downturn will
open more minds. Social enterprise has
shown it is already a positive model
for capitalism to follow, and its depth,
diversity and success now needs to
spread. The recession effects everyone,
so social enterprises are not immune.
But if your proposition and team are
strong, then this is a great time to grow,
as it will instill crucial values of thrift
and ingenuity.
My profit targets remain incredibly
ambitious: EaKo donates half of its
profits to charity so we have an embedded desire to succeed. I urge social
enterprises to seek new capital in this
climate, it is out there and people are
looking for investments that can deliver
much more than money. Because EaKo
helps other businesses and public sector groups to reduce their waste and
waste costs, this is a fantastic time for
us to grow. If recent events have taught
us anything, it is that focusing 100% on
cash profit is unsustainable. If my generation of entrepreneur doesn’t get this,
then they won’t achieve long-term success, let alone sleep at night.

new growth
difficulty in accessing finance to develop
their business. One respondent wrote:
“One of the ‘managers’ at our bank does
not understand what a not-for-profit company is and we think that may have had
some bearing on the bank’s decision not
to help us.”
Some respondents reported difficulties
in getting business advice. The network of
government-backed small business advice
agencies, Business Link came in for criticism. One respondent wrote: “Business
Link advisers … do not demonstrate any
understanding of our socially motivated,
value-driven world, and culturally this
puts us at opposite ends of a scale.”
Asked what would most help their social
enterprise, there was a strong clamour for
government help in providing loan guarantees and interim financial support in the
form of low-interest loans.
They also identified a need for better
business support and more sophisticated
procurement and commissioning strategies from the public sector.
There was concern that social businesses
would be squeezed as a result of expected
public-spending cuts, and suspicion that

‘Social enterprises
are eminently more
capable of surviving
the recession than
private businesses’

MATT KENYON

Rod Schwartz,
chief executive,
Catalyst Fund Management
Would anyone invest in social enterprises nowadays? Yes, actually. The
crisis has demonstrated that the “profits
at all costs” economic model is probably
finished. Social businesses and enterprises address this directly, offering a
balance between financial reward and
social benefit. It is still capitalism, as
the market and investment models still
apply, but a bit less “raw in tooth and
claw”. Socially Responsible Investment
funds are holding up relatively well. The
credit crunch has thoroughly debunked
the notion of a “guaranteed financial
return”. We have learned there is no
such thing. Even bank and government
guarantees are only as good as the entities behind them – and these now seem
somewhat less secure.
Moreover, the failures of some guarantees were outside the control of the
guarantor. I think the “social returns”
social enterprises and ethical fund
managers aim to achieve can be more
reliably delivered – and their ability to
guarantee them is more within their
control. So with all that, why would
anyone ever invest in anything but
social businesses and enterprises, especially in the current environment? You
get some financial return, a guaranteed
social return and, who knows, – entry
into heaven?

Craig Dearden-Phillips,
founder and chief executive,
Speaking Up
My social enterprise was built on a
booming economy and an expanding public sector. Being successful in
such conditions is not an act of genius.
When the money gets tight – as it will
in 2010 – we will see lots of casualties.
In the public sector, a fiscal crisis triggers safety-first attitudes as often as it
leads to innovation. Proven models that
deliver value will be the order of the day
as commissioners, for a while at least,
abandon experimentation with the new
and untried in favour of bang-per-buck.
The innovations adopted will be those
that save money. Social businesses that
want to survive and thrive will need to
produce the same outcomes for 20%
less. They will also need to cope in an
atmosphere that suddenly feels a lot
less warm towards them, as the public
sector faces austerity after years of milk
and honey. The survivors will be those
geared up for hyper-competition, more
spot-contracting (rather than long-term
deals) and payment-by-results. Only
those investing heavily today in better,
cheaper models of delivery and who can
prove they can make a difference will
get through the coming squeeze on public finances. In the immediate future,
social enterprises will have to answer
one key question: can we deliver?
Sophi Tranchell,
chief executive,
Divine Chocolate
The failures of the present system
gives us an opportunity to look at different models of business. It is interesting to look at the banking crisis
and see that the ethical banks, such
as Co-op, Triodos and Unity, and the
mutual building societies are doing
well – they have not built their business on unseemly risk and have good
relations with their customers. On the
whole, social enterprises value transparency and more democratic decision
making, this tends to deliver more
long-term strategies and lower risk.
Of course social enterprises will be hit
by the recession. But, as conventional
businesses have failed to deliver, an
increasing number of investors are
looking to invest in social enterprises
as an alternative that could survive the
recession and deliver social as well as
financial returns. There is a political
will to encourage social enterprise,
it has support of all parties and the
current government is particularly
enthusiastic. The trick is to convince
decision makers that social enterprise
is a better way of doing all business,
not just for those delivering to the economically and socially excluded.

We spend years trying to get a seat at
the table, and then just as we’re about to
sit down and make ourselves comfortable, the table collapses. What’s a social
entrepreneur supposed to do now? On
a philosophical level, 2009 has to be
tipping-point time for social business.
Casino capitalism has destroyed the
legitimacy of the established way to do
business, while even the most mainstream of commentators agree that business has to be about more than making
money. But on a practical level, what
will it be like to do social business in a
recession? Those public sector contracts
that we’ve all been encouraged to chase
are starting to look very attractive to
private sector firms scrabbling round for
cash. And as public finances worsen, it
will be a brave procurement officer who
favours the maverick social business
ahead of the bigger, cheaper corporate
with the track record. So how can social
enterprises stay alive? I think it’s time
for more boring old delivery and less
tub-thumping about how wonderful we
all are. Even I don’t believe what social
entrepreneurs claim half the time – so
I don’t see why anyone else should
believe us. It’s time to do more – and
then prove what we’ve done.
Saeeda Ahmed, founder
of Trescom and social
enterprise ambassador
Social enterprises, which work for the
benefit of everyone, rather than just
focusing of hard profits, have often been
in the shadow of the private sector.
But the current economic crisis is a real
opportunity to showcase what we do
and light the way to the future demand
for social enterprise, be it in waste disposal or training. But as the economic
crisis deepens, some social businesses
will suffer, as people look for cheaper
products and services.
The sector will need support. We’ve
heard about bank rescues and car
manufacturing bail outs, but nothing
is mentioned for social enterprises
that could provide a way out of this
situation. It’s going to be a challenge,
because at the moment we don’t necessarily have the capacity to meet
all the needs of mainstream society.
But we need to take advantage of this
opportunity – demonstrate how we can
add value, while being held directly
accountable to local communities. In
the longer term, I think we will see
positive examples of successful social
enterprises inspiring the next generation of entrepreneurs to be more
socially-orientated than their profitobsessed predecessors.

Mum’s the word Matching parents with part-time jobs

public services would become more risk
averse and protective of in-house teams.
Financial support such as sponsorship
from corporates was also expected to
reduce as the recession started to bite.
But there was also a perception that,
notwithstanding shrinking public sector
commissioning budgets, the downturn
offered up real opportunities for social
enterprises to prosper, especially for
those businesses that offered solutions to
social problems, for which there would be
greater demand, such as job creation and
environmental sustainability.
On a more philosophical level, there
was optimism that social businesses could
benefit from public dissatisfaction with
the failure of conventional profit-driven
business models.
“People are being forced to reappraise
their lifestyles,” says one respondent.
“This might encourage them to look at
the wider picture of how business in general is run and opt for supporting social
enterprises.”
Another writes: “The private sector model has been hugely discredited.
Social enterprise offers a business form
that focuses on delivering essential goods
and services and not merely on what is the
most profitable.”
Another concludes: “Potentially this
could be the time for social enterprise to
go mainstream.”
This report will be published by the Social
Enterprise Coalition and available from
their website: socialenterprise.org.uk

Rob Greenland, Social Business Consulting, and publisher
of The Social Business blog

Karen Mattison: ‘More part-time and flexible roles are being created than ever’

Karen Mattison and Emma Stewart
set up Women Like Us, a social
enterprise that places skilled
part-time staff, after noticing that
employers needed part-time workers
and mothers were desperate for
challenging work they could fit around
their childcare demands.
Their business has paradoxically
done well out of the current economic
downturn. More women have been
registering, but the number of
part-time vacancies has also increased,
says Mattison.
“An organisation can buy-in a higher
level of expertise and talent for a
reduced HR budget if they use our
service. Many organisations – especially
small to medium-sized businesses – are
recruiting for part-time roles as part of
their recession-survival strategy.”
The recession is proving to be a
double-edged sword for women.
“It is hitting women in full-time
employment, and traditionally
women-dominated sectors such as
retail, very hard,” says Mattison.
“But more part-time and flexible roles
are being created than ever before.”
The growth in the part-time
market can only help Women Like
Us achieve its social and economic
purpose, she says.
“By staying true to our core purpose
we are able to remain flexible to
recession-led market changes,” she says.
“We endeavour to continue to
grow during the recession – helping
more and more employers and women
reap the benefits of part-time and
flexible work.” AT

